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Abstract: This paper outlines existing matching diagnostics, which may be used for identifying invalid
matches and estimating the probability of a correct match. In addition, it proposes a new diagnostic for
error prediction which can be used with the rank and census transforms. Both the existing and the new
diagnostics have been evaluated and compared for a number of test images. In each case, a condence
estimate was computed for every location of the disparity map, and disparities having a low condence
estimate removed from the disparity map. Collectively, these condence estimates may be termed a
condence map. Such information would be useful for potential applications of stereo vision such as
automation and navigation.
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1 Introduction
A fundamental problem faced by stereo vision algorithms is that of determining correspondence, or match-
ing between two images which comprise a stereo pair. To date, our work in this eld has concentrated
on matching algorithms suitable for a fast, reliable stereo vision sensor, capable of producing a dense
depth map[2]. For this reason, we have primarily investigated area-based matching techniques, which
produce a dense disparity map, and are suited to textured scenes[11]. These techniques usually make
use of well known matching metrics[1] such as the Sum of Absolute Dierences (SAD), Sum of Squared
Dierences (SSD) and Normalised Cross Correlation (NCC) to measure the similarity between regions of
pixel values, and thus locate the optimum match.
An extension to area based matching techniques involves applying a local transform to the stereo images
prior to matching[13]. Two non-parametric transforms which have recently been proposed for the stereo
matching problem are the rank and census[14]. Their advantages include invariance to radiometric
distortion[4, 5], as well as their amenability to real-time implementation[9].
The process of area-based matching takes a stereo pair such as the one shown in Figure 1 as input,
and produces a disparity map as output. Estimates of match condence may be computed for every
element of the disparity map. Collectively, these condence estimates may be termed a condence map.
Such information would be useful for potential applications of stereo vision such as automation and
navigation[6]. A number of matching diagnostics for computing condence estimates for matching have
been proposed in literature [7, 10, 12]. These methods are outlined in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 then goes
on to propose a new matching diagnostic, which can be used to predict errors in the rank and census
transforms. Some results of applying both the existing and new matching diagnostics to test stereo pairs
are shown in Section 3. In addition, the results of the presented error prediction method are compared
with actual errors in the rank transform in the presence of image noise. The results presented in this paper
are discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and ideas for further work are presented in Section 5.
Figure 1: Stereo pair [6].
2 Matching Diagnostics
This section reviews a number of existing matching diagnostics, and proposes a new method of error
prediction, for matching using the rank and census transforms.
2.1 Existing Methods
A number of existing techniques for computing the probability of a correct match and/or identifying
incorrect matches are as follows:
left{right consistency checking This basically involves reversing the roles of the template and candidate
images and performing matching a second time, as described in [10]. Say a template window, I
1
matches to a candidate window, I
2
. The window I
2
is then taken as the candidate window, which
is matched with the rst image. If the match leads back to the original template, I
1
, the match is
considered correct, otherwise, it is agged as incorrect. This technique is well suited to removing
invalid matches caused by occlusions[10].
identication of locally anomalous disparities Disparity values which vary signicantly from their neigh-
bours are removed from the disparity map, based on the assumption that such values are less likely
to be correct[10]. In [7], disparity values are regarded as anomalous if they vary from the average of
the surrounding 55 neighbourhood by more than a certain threshold. Selection of an appropriate
threshold should accommodate the actual disparity gradient of the disparity map.
identication of bland areas Bland areas are those regions of an image which do not contain enough pixel
variation to be successfully matched, for example, the background wall in Figure 1. One simple
method of identifying bland regions involves computing the variance within a small window. If this
is below a certain threshold the pixel is considered to be part of a bland region.
identication of isolated matches As described in [12], a simple blob colouring algorithm can be used
to identify and reject small islands of bad matches which have survived the error identication
methods described above.
value of match score The value of the matching metric at the optimum disparity indicates the degree
of similarity between corresponding image regions. For the SAD and SSD metrics, the optimum
match score is the smallest, while for the NCC, it is the largest. The more optimum the match
score, the greater the likelihood that the match is correct.
identication of ambiguous matches An ambiguous situation occurs when the match scores of the op-
timum and second most optimum disparities are close in value. In this case, it is unclear which
of these is the correct disparity. For each match, if the dierence between the two most optimum
match scores is small, the probability of a correct match is decreased.
2.2 Rank and Census Error Prediction: A New Diagnostic
Noise will only aect the rank or census transforms if it is large enough to disturb the relative ordering
of the centre pixel and neighbourhood pixels of the transform window. A new method based on theory[3]
has been devised to identify regions of an image where the rank or census transform are more susceptible
to noise, and subsequently more likely to result in an incorrect match.
The basic idea behind the new diagnostic is as follows. Say we have a transform window centred on
I(x; y). A pixel within the transform window is then given by I(x+ i; y + j), where (i; j) are indices into
the transform window. If the image is distorted with additive noise N , then the centre pixel and transform
neighbourhood pixels are denoted I(x; y) +N (x; y) and I(x + i; y + j) +N (x+ i; y + j) respectively. In
order to have an eect, the noise must be large enough to disturb the relative ordering of the centre
and neighbourhood pixels. If the centre pixel is less than the neighbourhood pixel, then for the noise
aected image, the centre pixel would be greater than or equal to the neighbourhood pixel, for the
ordering to be disturbed. Similarly, if the centre pixel is greater than or equal to the neighbourhood
pixel, then the ordering would be disturbed, if, for the noise aected image, the centre pixel is less than
the neighbourhood pixel. These conditions are expressed as follows:
if I(x; y) < I(x + i; y + j)
I(x; y) + N (x; y)  I(x + i; y + j) +N (x+ i; y + j)
(1)
else if I(x; y)  I(x + i; y + j)
I(x; y) + N (x; y) < I(x + i; y + j) +N (x+ i; y + j)
(2)
Equations (1) and (2) can be rearranged as:
if I(x; y) < I(x + i; y + j)
N (x; y)  N (x+ i; y + j)  I(x+ i; y + j)   I(x; y)
(3)
else if I(x; y)  I(x + i; y + j)
N (x; y)  N (x+ i; y + j) < I(x+ i; y + j)   I(x; y) (4)
Equations (3) and (4) specify the amount of noise which can be tolerated before the relative ordering of
the centre pixel and a pixel in the rank neighbourhood is disrupted. Given Gaussian noise with known
variance, 
2
, it is possible to identify areas in an image which have a high probability of the order being
disrupted, due to the eects of additive noise. Since two noise terms are subtracted in Equations (3)
and (4), the variance of the combined noise becomes [8]:

2
N
= 2
2
(5)
Using the known probability distribution function of the normalised Gaussian function, it is possible
to compute the probability of noise altering the ordering of each pixel in the rank window. These
probabilities were then averaged over the rank window to obtain an estimate of the susceptibility of the
rank transform to noise at each image location. The procedure for this is shown in Figure 2.
3 Experimental Results
Both the existing and newly proposed matching diagnostics were evaluated for a number of test stereo
pairs. The test pairs used in this paper are shown in Figures 1 and 4 respectively. A matching algorithm
based on the rank transform[14] was used.
for every image location: (x; y)
for every pixel (i; j) in the rank window
if I(x; y) < I(x + i; y + j)
compute probability of N (x; y)  N (x+ i; y + j)  I(x + i; y + j)   I(x; y)
else if I(x; y)  I(x+ i; y + j)
compute probability of N (x; y)  N (x+ i; y + j) < I(x + i; y + j)  N (x; y)
end if
end
compute average probability
end
Figure 2: Algorithm for computing probability of error.
3.1 Existing Diagnostics
Figures 3 and 5 show the results of a number of existing matching diagnostics, for the stereo pairs of
Figures 1 and 4 respectively. In each case, the results of left{right consistency checking and identication
of locally anomalous disparities are shown as binary images, where a 1 indicates a valid match, and 0 an
invalid match. The results of computing measures of blandness, match score and match ambiguity are
displayed as grey scale images, in which a larger value indicates a higher condence in the match. These
grey scale images have been thresholded to produce binary images, where again a value of 1 indicates a
valid match, and 0 an invalid match.
Figures 6 and 7 show the disparity and condence maps computed from the stereo pairs of Figures 1
and 4 respectively. The condence maps have been computed as the product of the binary results for
left{right checking and removal of anomalous disparities, and the grey scale measures of blandness, match
score and ambiguity, ie, (a),(b),(c),(e) and (g) in Figures 3 and 5. Two disparity maps are shown | the
original disparity map, and the disparity map with disparities agged as invalid removed. A disparity
was considered invalid if it failed left{right checking, resulted in an anomalous disparity, was part of a
bland region or had too low a matching score, ie, if it was zero in any of (a),(b),(d) or (f) in Figures 3
and 5.
3.2 The New Diagnostic
First of all, testing was carried out to investigate the ability of the new diagnostic to predict errors in the
rank transform. The algorithm of Figure 2 was applied to the right image of the stereo pair of Figure 1,
for a number of dierent noise variances. The resulting condence images are shown in Figure 8(a), (b)
and (c), where lighter regions indicate image locations which are more susceptible to noise.
The actual eects of noise on the rank transform were then computed for the purposes of comparison.
A numerical experiment was conducted by adding Gaussian noise of a known variance to an image,
and computing the dierence between the rank transforms of the original and distorted images. The
experiment was repeated a large number of times and the absolute value of the errors images summed.
This resulted in an overall error image which measures the actual eect of noise on the rank transform.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 8(e), (f) and (g), using the same image and the same
noise variances as (a),(b) and (c).
Figure 9 shows a second example of error prediction using the new diagnostic, and the actual eects of
noise on the rank transform. In this example, the right image of the pair of Figure 4 is used.
Next, the new diagnostic was evaluated for the stereo pairs of Figures 1 and 4. Figures 10 and 11 show the
results of this process, including a binary image indicating valid matches, a disparity map with disparities
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 3: Results of a number of matching diagnostics, for the stereo pair of Figure 1. (a) Left-right
consistency checking, (b) identication of locally anomalous disparities, (c) blandness measure, (e) match
score, and (g) ambiguitymeasure. The images of (a) and (b) are binary images where a 1 indicates a valid
match, and 0 an invalid match, while (c), (e) and (g) are grey scale images, where a larger value indicates
a higher condence in the match. The grey scale images of (c), (e) and (g) have been thresholded to
obtain the binary images of (d), (f) and (h), in which 1 indicates a valid match, and 0 an invalid match.
identied as invalid removed, and an overall condence map. The binary image indicating invalid matches
was obtained by thresholding, and then applying morphological processing to the condence image com-
puted from the algorithm of Figure 2. The overall condence map was computed from the product of the
binary results of left{right checking and identication of anomalous disparities, and the condence map
obtained using the new diagnostic. Disparities were considered invalid and removed from the disparity
map if they failed left{right checking, corresponded to an anomalous disparity or were agged as invalid
by the new diagnostic.
4 Discussion
4.1 Comparison of Diagnostics
A visual inspection of the results of Figures 3 and 5 for a number of matching diagnostics leads to a number
of observations. Firstly, it is apparent that the left{right consistency criterion is good for detecting invalid
Figure 4: Stereo pair [6].
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 5: Results of a number of matching diagnostics, for the stereo pair of Figure 4. (a) Left-right
consistency checking, (b) identication of locally anomalous disparities, (c) blandness measure, (e) match
score, and (g) ambiguity measure. The images of (a) and (b) are binary images where a 1 indicates
a valid match, and 0 and invalid match, while (c), (e) and (g) are grey scale images, where a larger
value indicates a higher condence in the match. The grey scale images of (c), (e) and (g) have been
thresholded to obtain the binary images of (d), (f) and (h), in which 1 indicates a valid match, and 0 an
invalid match.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 6: Results derived from the stereo pair of Figure 1. (a) original disparity map (b) disparity map
with matches identied as invalid removed. (c) condence map derived by combining the condence maps
of Figure 3.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7: Results derived from the stereo pair of Figure 4. (a) original disparity map (b) disparity map
with matches identied as invalid removed. (c) condence map derived by combining the condence maps
of Figure 5.
matches resulting from occlusions. In the results obtained for this diagnostic, the occluded areas around
the edges of the rocks in the image have been agged as invalid. Secondly, the blandness measure and
the match score are good for detecting bland areas in a scene. The thresholded results obtained from
these diagnostics show a clear dierentiation between the foreground rocks and the background wall. In
addition, the image resulting from thresholding of the ambiguity measure contains a number of \specks"
on the textured areas of the scene (in this case rocks). These often correspond to valid matches where
the dierence between the optimum and second most optimum value of the match function is small.
Removal of incorrect matches in this case is best left to left{right checking, as removal of matches using
the ambiguity score could result in correct matches being unduly removed.
The new diagnostic is suitable for detecting bland areas, as can be seen from the results of Figures 10
and 11. This would suggest that it could be used as an alternative to the blandness measure and match
score diagnostics. This is advantageous since the new diagnostic is less expensive to compute than
the blandness score based on pixel variance. In Figures 6 and 7, the disparities which failed left{right
checking, were identied as anomalous, corresponded to a bland region or had a low match score, were
removed from the disparity map. In Figures 10 and 11, the disparities which failed the new diagnostic
were removed, instead of those for bland regions or with a low match score. The disparity maps obtained
using these two techniques are similar, further supporting the possible use of the new diagnostic in place
of the blandness measure and match score. Note that the disparity maps still contain a small number of
incorrect matches. These could possibly be removed using the blob colouring algorithm for removal of
isolated matches, as described in Section 2.1.
4.2 Rank Error Prediction Method
The results of Figures 8 and 9 (a{c) show that as expected, bland regions are most aected by noise.
This is because in regions of little pixel variation, a smaller amount of noise would be needed to disrupt
the ordering of pixel values.
(a) (d)
(b) (e)
(c) (f)
Figure 8: Results of rank error prediction and actual rank errors, for zero mean Gaussian noise having a
standard deviation of (a),(d) 0.5, (b),(e) 1.0 and (c),(f) 2.0. The left image of the stereo pair of Figure 1
was used. Lighter regions indicate pixels which are more susceptible to noise. The predicted and actual
errors compare reasonably well.
The validity of this method of error prediction is supported by the results of Figures 8 and 9 (d{f), which
show the actual rank errors which occur when images are corrupted by noise. These results compare well
with the predicted errors, for all test imagery used, thereby supporting the validity of the error prediction
method of the new diagnostic.
5 Conclusion
This paper has outlined existing matching diagnostics, which may be used for identifying invalid matches
and estimating the probability of a correct match. In addition, a new diagnostic for error prediction in the
presence of noise has also been proposed. Both the existing and the new diagnostics have been evaluated
for a number of test images. It became apparent that the various diagnostics tested have dierent
strengths. For example, left{right checking was good for removing bad matches resulting from occlusions,
whereas the blandness measure and the value of the match score were better suited to identifying bland
areas. The new diagnostic was found to also be suitable for removing matches for bland areas, leading
to the possibility that it could be used as an alternative to the computationally expensive blandness
measure.
The analysis undertaken in this paper is qualitative in nature, based on the visual comparison of the
condence maps obtained using dierent diagnostics and of the disparity maps with invalid disparities
removed. In the absence of dense ground truth disparity data, it is dicult to assess the eectiveness of
dierent diagnostics. For instance, it is dicult to tell if matches agged as say, invalid, are in fact invalid.
It may be possible to provide ground truth data using synthetic stereo pairs. Another alternative, as in
[1], would involve displacing an image by a known amount, thus producing a \stereo pair" with constant
disparity. However, these ideas are left for future work.
(a) (d)
(b) (e)
(c) (f)
Figure 9: Results of rank error prediction and actual rank errors, for noise having a  of (a),(d) 0.5,
(b),(e) 1.0 and (c),(f) 2.0. The right image of the stereo pair of Figure 4 was used. Lighter regions
indicate pixels which are more susceptible to noise.
The problem addressed by this paper, that of determining match condence, and identifying invalid
matches, is an important problem for stereo vision, particularly for applications such as navigation and
automation. It is hoped that this paper will serve to stimulate some further discussion and research into
this topic.
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